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On growth of the face of a diamond octahedron from the gas phase, a transition from epitaxially arranged
crystal layers to polycrystalline layers with arbitrarily oriented crystallites is observed. This arrangement is
subsequently replaced by polycrystalline textured layers with a texture axis [l1O] perpendicular to the plane
of the backing.
PACS numbers: 68.50.+j

The very possibility of growth of diamond in its metastability region is usually associated with the orienting action of surface forces on the sample and on the
properties of the new phaseY-3 l Here it is assumed that
the new diamond grown on a seed should follow the crystal structure of the surface layer of the seed crystal.
For the case of moderate supersaturation this has been
shown experimentally, for example, in ref. 4.
There are now reasons to suppose that the difficulties
of obtaining diamond are due not so much to its metastability as to a number of chemical and physical properties
of carbon, particularly its clearly expressed ability to
form modifications with different types of binding corresponding to sp, Sp2, and Sp3 hybridization of the electron orbits. In crystallization of carbon at large supersaturations and relatively low temperatures, each of
these modifications arises with a definite probability
and will possess an appreciable stability. The dominant
type of binding depends on the conditions of crystallization; inclUSions with other types of binding must be regarded as defects of the crystal structure.

As a rule the peaks were displaced somewhat toward
zero reflection angle, which resulted in an apparent increase of the inter planar distances in the films by
3-6% (see the table).
In the fourth column we have listed the extreme values of the interplanar distances obtained for different
samples.

With further increase of the film thickness to 1-2 /J.,
depending on the growth conditions, we obtain either
completely fine-grained crystalline films with arbitrary
orientation of the individual grains or well textured films
with a [110] texture axis perpendicular to the substrate.
In some samples the texture axis precessed about the
normal to the substrate along the generatrix of a cone
with a vertex angle no more than 5-100 •

The transition from the (111) plane of the substrate
to polycrystalline unoriented deposits occurred gradually as the film thickness was increased. At first, thin
films of about 20-50 A. formed epitaxially placed crystalline layers of diamond, which were, however, strongly
deformed. Then appeared crystallites rotated by 5-10
We have studi~d the crystallization of diamond from
around the [111] direction, and only following them did
the gas phase, activated by an electric discharge. This
diamond crystallites appear with arbitrary location. In
activation greatly increases the rate of deposition of
the case of films'with azimuthal texture about the [110]
carbonyl The substrates in these experiments were
axis
the latter arose only after formation of a polycrystwinned crystals of natural diamond with a well expressed
talline unoriented layer.
(111) face with a length of edge along the (110) direction
of about 3 mm.
It should be noted that simultaneously with the diamond
structure
in some experiments there arose a structure
To study the features of formation and growth of the
corresponding to pyrolytic graphite (pyrocarbon). Howcarbon films we investigated their structure as the
ever, the pyrocarbon which appeared did not suppress
thickness of the deposited layer changed. The thickness
the growth of the diamond films. On the other hand, the
of the samples could be changed by varying either the
growth of the pyrocarbon was suppressed by the growth
deposition time or the time of etching in KOH solution
carbon with a diamond lattice. A feature of the elecof
of the films obtained. The thickness of the films was detron-diffraction patterns obtained from the fine-grained
termined in a MII-4 interference microscope or was
evaluated indirectly by measuring the weight of the crys- crystalline diamond films was the smearing and displacement mentioned above of the diffraction lines in
tal. For thicknesses less than 0.05 J.1., the film thickness
direction of zero reflection angle. The cause of this
the
was measured by electron diffraction. The electron-diffshift of the lines is apparently relatively incomplete
fraction technique has been described previously.[4]
twinning in planes of the (111) type, which was observed
Analysis of the electron-diffraction pattern showed
that in the initial stages of growth, for film thicknesses
0.05 ± 0.1 J.1., there is a very clearly observed tendency
Interplanar distances and relative intensities of lines of polycrystalfor suppression of epitaxial growth of the diamond phase
line diamond films
and for appearance of diamond crystallites arbitrarily
I, relative units,
hkl
d• A theory
I. relative
d
.
theoryunit..
. ' expenment
oriented with respect to the substrate. For a film thickexperiment
ness 0.1 ± 0.5 J.1. the upper layers of the film consists
2.08-2.18
100
2.06
111
100
of polyc~ystalline diamond carbon with a crystallite size
1.26-1.30
60
220
1.26
50
50-200 A. In the electron-diffraction patterns from these
1.075-1.090
50
311
1.072
40
10
0.885-0.90
0.885
10
400
films, five to six diffraction lines are observed, including
0.815-0.825
30
331
0.8!3
25
10
0.721-0.730
442
0.721
40
the (331) and (422) lines.
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previously[4] in obtaining epitaxial diamond films at
pressures below atmospheric.
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